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a Magdalen man and hoped he would think of
himself as such.  And perhaps therefore this man
would forgive him if he sent him a line of con-
gratulation and good wishes."  It really didn't fit
in with Montague's picture at all Nor did I find it
any easier to suit most of the War-is-Hell books to
my own experience, or to such of my friends'
experiences as they had divulged to me. The fact is,
they were mostly written by men who had too little
in common with ordinary folk.    They bore the
familiar trade-mark of post-War.  To be honest, I
decided, I could believe wholly neither in the War-
is-Hell outcry, nor in its main corollary.   War is
certainly hell, I agreed, but it is also certainly not all
hell. How could one forget, after all, that in the war
years, perhaps for the first time in our history, the
name of the profiteer had been mud and the only
aristocracy had been an artisocracy of service? And
if the main thesis needed searching qualification, its
chief corollary, that all war is everywhere and
always evil, seemed to me, as a historian, a palpable
absurdity. To be dreaded above all things, yes: but
everywhere and always evil? As for that, ask an
American whether he would expunge his Civil War
from History, He may hedge by telling you that he
would have preferred the suppression of slavery
without the Civil War, but, pinned to the choice of
Civil War or continued slavery, you will find that
he chooses the war* And the Italian wars of libera*
tion?   Over them and Garibaldi what tears of
admiration were there not, are there not still, shed
by British Liberals? The League of Nations was the
architect of its own chief failures when, setting out

